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THE ITERATED WEAK HILBERT PROCEDURE

MARTIN DEFANT AND MARIUS JUNGE

(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. Applying Pisier's concept of weak properties to weak Hilbert spaces

we obtain the so-called weak weak Hilbert spaces. Our main result is that the

classes of weak Hilbert spaces and of weak weak Hilbert spaces coincide. On

the other hand we show that a generalization for operators does not hold.

Introduction

In the following we introduce a general concept of how to produce weak

ideals, in particular, those of weak weak Hilbert operators. For this let (A, a),

(B, fi) be quasi-Banach ideals, X, Y Banach spaces, and T: X -> Y an

operator. We say that T £ Q(a, fi) [the quotient of (A, a) and (B, fi)] if

there is a constant c > 0 such that for all operators u £ A(l2, X)

(Q) fi(Tu)<ca(u).

From this we deduce easily by trace duality that for all operators u £ A(l2, X),

V€B*(Y,12),

(Q*) Y,ak(vTu)<ca(u)fi*(v),
fceN

where ak denotes the/cth approximation number and (B*, fi*) the conjugate

ideal of (B, fi). For more precise definitions see the preliminaries below.

By Pisier's [Pi2] concept of weak properties we say that T £ W(a, fi) (the

weak ideal of (A, a) and (B, fi)) if there is a constant c > 0 such that for all

operators u £ A(l2, X), v £ B*(Y, l2),

(W) supkak(vTu) < ca(u)fi*(v).
fceN

Observe that (W) is obtained by replacing in (Q*) the /i-norm by the weaker

/1,00-norm. If we define q(a,fi)(T) = infc, w(a,fi)(T) = infc, where

the infimum is taken over all c such that (Q), (W) holds, respectively, then

(Q(a, fi), q(a, fi)), (W(a, fi), w(a, fi)) are quasi-Banach ideals and

_     Q(a,fi)cW(a,fi), w(a,fi)<q(a,fi).
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In this paper our aim is to apply this general scheme to the ideal norms

a = nf and fi = n2, where (1I2, 7r2) denotes the Banach ideal of absolutely

2-summing operators and (Ilf, nf) the dual Banach ideal of (n2, 712) (i.e.,

nd(u) = n2(u*)). Then by a well-known result of Kwapien [K] T £ Q(nd, 712)

iff r is a Hilbert operator (operators, that factor through a Hilbert space).

Applying (W) leads to Pisier's [Pil] definition of weak Hilbert operators, hence

T is a weak Hilbert operator if there is a constant c > 0 such that for all
operators u £ Yld(l2, X), v £ U2(Y, l2),

supkak(vTu) < cn2(u*)n2(v)
fc€N

(recall that 7I2 = ^2) • A result of Pisier [Pil] (see also [DJ]) says that T is a

weak Hilbert operator iff there is a constant c > 0 such that for all operators
u £ nd2(i2, x),

supkxl2ak(Tu) < cn2(u*);
A:6N

but this means that T is a weak Hilbert operator iff T £ Q(nd, l2 x), where

(Sf2a00, l2 oo) is the quasi-Banach ideal such that the quasi-ideal norm

^2 oo(M) = supkx/2ak(u) < 00.
ken

Hence we are in the situation to reapply (W) to a = nd and fi = l2 oc ■ This

leads to the definition of the weak weak Hilbert operators.
T is a weak weak Hilbert operator if there is a constant c > 0 such that for

all operators u £ Yld(l2, X), v £ (Sff^^Y, h),

supkak(vTu) < cn2(u*)(l$ 00)*(v).
A:6N

A Banach space X is called weak Hilbert space, weak weak Hilbert space if id*

is a weak Hilbert operator, weak weak Hilbert operator, respectively. Our main

results are the following:

1. Theorem. The classes of weak Hilbert spaces and weak weak Hilbert spaces

coincide.

2. Theorem. There is a weak weak Hilbert operator, which is not a weak Hilbert

operator.

Preliminaries

We use standard Banach space notations. In particular, we have for all Ba-

nach spaces X and subspaces E c X : is'. E —> X, x ■-» x. The Lorentz

sequence spaces (lPiq, || o \\p,q), (1% q, \\ o ||p,,), t?gN, 0</?,c7<oc,are

defined in the usual way. Standard references on s-numbers and operator ide-

als are the monographs of Pietsch [PI, P2]. The ideal of all linear bounded,

finite-dimensional operators are denoted by Sf , F, respectively.

Let (A, a) be a quasi-Banach ideal. The component A*(X, Y) of the con-

jugate ideal (A*, a*) is the class of all operators T £ Sf(X, Y) such that

a*(r) = sup{|trr5||5e^(F, X),  a(S) < 1} <oo.
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The component Ad(X, Y) of the dual ideal (Ad, ad) is the class of all opera-

tors T £ Sf(X, Y) such that T* £ A(Y*, X*). We set

ad(T) = a(T*).

We call a quasi-Banach ideal (A, a) injective if we have for all operators

T £ Sf(X, Y) and isometries 7 6 Sf(X,Z) with IT £ A(X, Z) that T £
A(X, Y) and a(T) = a(IT).

Note that for all two quasi-Banach ideals (A, a), (B, fi) the inclusion A c

B implies fi <ca for some constant c > 0.

Next we recall the usual notation of some s-numbers of an operator T £
Sf(X,Y).

an(T)= inf{||r-S|||Se^(X, Y), rank(S) < 77}

the 7/th approximation number,

x„(T)= sup{an(Tu)\u£Sf(l2,X),  \\u\\ < 1}

the 77 th Weyl number,

h„(T)= sup{a„(vTu)\u£Sf(l2,X),  \\u\\ < I, v£Sf(Y,l2),  \\v\\ < 1}

the 77 th Hilbert number.

If X is a Hilbert space then a„(T) = x„(T) and a„(T) = a„(T*). The Weyl
numbers are injective, i.e., if S £ Sf(Y,Z) is an isometrie then x„(T) —

xn(IT). Furthermore they are multiplicative, i.e., for all operators S£Sf(Y, Z)

and n, m £ N, xm+n-\(ST) < xn(S)xm(T). Recall that the Hilbert numbers

are completely symmetric, i.e., h„(T) = h„(T*).

Now let 5 be any s-number. The component Sfpsq(X, Y) of the quasi-

Banach ideal (Sfpsq, lsp<q) is the class of all operators T £ SC(X, Y) such

that

lsP,g(T) = \\(sk(T))k\\p>g<oo.

Since the Weyl numbers are injective, it is obvious that the Weyl ideal (Sfxq,

lxq) is injective.

An operator is called a Hilbert operator (T £T2(X, Y)) if there is a Hilbert

space 77 and operators S e Sf(X, H), R £ Sf(H, Y) such that T = RS.

We denote by y2(T) = inf\\R\\ \\S\\, where the infimum is taken over all such

factorizations through a Hilbert space.

An operator is said to be absolutely 2-summing (T £ Tl2(X, Y)) if there is

a constant c > 0 such that for all 77 £ N, (xk)nk=x c X ,

/ n \i/2 / „ \ 1/2

f£l|7x*H2)      <c^8up   m<x*,x*)|2J      .

We let 772(7^) = infc, where the infimum is taken over all c such that the

inequality holds. Recall that n2 = n^ with equal norms [P2].

(Xi, yf) and (n2, 772) are Banach ideals [P2].
At the end of the preliminaries we want to mention those known results that

we use essentially in this paper.

(1) [PI] Let 77 be a Hilbert space, T £Sf(H, Y), and n eN. Ifi a„(T) > 0,
then for every e > 0 there is an orthogonal family (xk)k=l c 77 such that

ak(T)<(l+e)\\Txk\\forallk = l,...,n.
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(2) [P2] Let T £ Sf(X, Y), n £ N, and e > 0. Then there are operators

S£Sf(^,X), R£Sf(Y,l!{) such that \\R\\ < 1,  \\S\\ < (I + e)/hn(T), and
id,- = RTS.

n

(3) [Jo, Pi2, T-J] Let n £ N and E be a Banach space with dim E - n.
Then there is an invertible operator u £ Sf(l",E) such that \\u\\ - 1 and
n2(u~x) = nx>2.

(4) [PI] Ebc-g^ andlx2oo<n2.

(5) [DJ] Let (A, a) be an injective Banach ideal and (B, fi) an injective

quasi-Banach ideal. Then W(a*d, fi) = W(fi*d, a)d.

(6) [DJ] Let (A, a), (C, y) be quasi-Banach ideals and (f(n))„ be a positive

sequence such that c = sup„eN(n£=i fi(k)lf(n))xl" < oo. Then we have for all
T £Sf(X, Y) the implication (i) -* (ii) and the estimate M2(T) < MX(T).

(i)  There is a constant MX(T) > 0 such that for all u £ A(/2, X),  v £

T(Y,l2), supkeN f(k)ak(vTu) < Mx(T)a(u)y(v).
(ii) There is a constant M(T) > 0 such that for all u £ A(l, X),

Sup   rAfik]   ikMTu) ^ M2(T)a(u).
ken y(id: /*,-►/£)

(7) [K] T2 = Q(Ti2, 772) with equal norms.

(8) [Pi2] A Banach space X is a weak Hilbert space (idjf £ W(nd, n2)) iff
there is a constant c > 0 and a number 0 < S < 1 such that for all n £ N with

dn > 1 and subspaces E c X with dim 7s = n there is a subspace F c E with

dimF = [dn] and a projection Pp £ Sf(X, F) onto F with y2(Pp) < c.

To prove Theorem 1 we start with

3. Proposition. Let X be a Banach space and c > 0 a constant such that for

all operators u £ (Sff^Ui, X), v £ Tl2(X, l2),

supkak(vu) < c(/2a    )*(u*)n2(v).
ken

Then X is a weak Hilbert space.

Proof. Since 7i2(id: /£, -»l\) = kx/2, we deduce from the assumption, (6), and

the multiplicity of the Weyl numbers that for all w £ (/f 00)*flf(/2 , X),

llx(w) = supkx'2ak(w) < ec(/fi00)*O*)
ken

<ecsupl*£ak(w*u)\u£F(l2,X*), la2 x(u) < 11
(ken J

<2ecYXk{w*] =2ecY^

ken ken

Now choose 0 < 8 < 1 such that for all 77 e N,

[Sn]     . .

^ kV2 ~ Sec
k=l
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(E°=i l/k1/2 = 0). Fix 77 £ N with dn > 1 and a subspace E c X with
dim7s = [Sn]. By (3) there is an invertible operator u £ Sf(l", E) with

||u|| = 1 and 772(77_1) < nxf2. Hence we obtain, with m = (n+ l)/2 > n/2, the

multiplicity and the injectivity of the Weyl numbers and, by (4),

771'2 < V/27771/2a„(id/,) < V/27771/2Xm(/7)xm(/7-1)

< lll^(u) < 2If, JiEu) < 4ectl,(i£u)

\fc=l k=[Sn] )

< 4ec f\\iEu\\~nx'2 + \\u\\h[gn](iEu)2nx'A

<^nx'2 + Sechl3n](iE)nx'2;

but this implies h[Sn](iE) > l/ldec.

Let e > 0.   Then by (2) there are operators 7? 6 Sf(X, l[2n]) and S £

Sf(l\Sn], X) such that ||7?|| < 1, ||S|| < (1 + e)/hm(iE), and RiES = id^,.

Then we define F = S(ll2Sn]) c E, S: ll2Sn] ^ F , x ^ S(x) £ Sf(l[Sn], F), and

PF = SR £ Sf(X, F). Hence dim F — [dn], PF is a projection onto F , and

y2(PF) < \\R\\ \\S\\ < -^Jl < (i+e)i6ec.
n[Sn](lE)

Therefore (8) yields our assertion.   D

Now we are able to prove Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that X is a weak weak Hilbert space. This means

id* e W(nd, l2t00) = W(n2d, l2oo). Since (n2, 7T2) is an injective Banach

ideal and (Sf2x^, /| oc) is an injective quasi-Banach ideal. (5) implies that

id* £ (W((l% oo)*d, n2)d; hence we deduce from Proposition 3 that X* is a

weak Hilbert space. Then by Pisier [Pil] (or again (5)) it is well known that X
is a weak Hilbert space.   □

Remark. In fact, we proved that the assumption of Proposition 3 characterizes
weak Hilbert space.

To prove Theorem 2 we need the following.

4.   Lemma. Let X be an Banach space and v £ (Sf2a00)*(X, l2). Then

ilaJ^<V2(iioor(v).
ken

Proof. Let 77 € N such that an(v) = an(v*) > 0. Then by (1) for e > 0 we

find a complete orthonormal system (ek)kefi c l2 and a sequence (xk)"k=x c Bx
such that for all k = 1, ... , 77,

ak(v) = ak(v*) < (1 + e)||t;*(^)|| < (1 + e)2(x* , v*(ek)).
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Let us define u = Yl=\ ek ® xk/k £ Sf(l2, X) and let Pk £ Sf(l2, l2) be a

projection onto spaniel}k~x for k = 1,..., n (span{e,}°=1 = {0}). Then we

have

{DC oo ^

^a,6>,    ^|a,|2< 1 \

i=k i=k J

Hence this implies

^^M<(i+e)2x:^^>^^)>

< (1 +e)2Y,(u(ek), V(ek)) = (1 +e)2trvw

it=i

<(l+£)2/fj00(u)(/f>00r(7;)

= (l+e)2    sup   kxl2ak(u)(llooY(v)
k=\,...,n

<V2(l + e)2(/f>oor(i;).

Since t? 6 N and e > 0 are arbitrary, the assertion is proved.   D

5. Proposition. For every «6N and every operator T £ Sf with rank(T) = 77

we have

w(nd,lloc)(T)<SYJ^\\T\\.

Proof. Let u £ Tld(l2, X) and v £ (Sf2ax)*(Y, h)• Then the multiplicity of

the Weyl numbers, (4), and Lemma 4 imply

supkak(vTu) = sup kxk(u*T*v*) < 2lx oo(u*)l2 x(T*v*)
ken ken

<2n2(u*)    sup    kx/2xk(T*v*)
fc=].n

<2*2(K*)im|   sup   -L—.(i+lnk)ak(v)
fc=i.n 1 +ln/c

x/e 1 + In n " ^    7c
v ken

<8T^^||r||7T2(/7*)(/2fl,00)*(7;).

Hence the definition of the weak weak Hilbert norm completes the proof.   D

An immediate consequence is
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let in2 >o6: l\ -+ /£, and z£,i2: & -> /2 for 77 6 N be the

identity maps. Since 11^(1] ̂ j = 1 and n^i"^ 2) = nx/2, we have

7/1/2 < w(nd, n2)(idlnJ       (< y2(idt„J = nx'2).

Now suppose that the quasi-Banach ideals of weak Hilbert operators and of

weak weak Hilbert operators coincide. Hence there is a constant c > 0 such

that

n1'2 < w(nd2 , ;r2)(id/So) < cw(nd,llJ(idlnJ < Scy^^.

But this is a contradiction and, therefore, the assertion is proved.   □

Remark. We are able to prove the following result for diagonal operators Da:

loo —> loo ,   (^fc)fcGN l-> (°~kxk)ken •

kxl2
Da is a weak weak Hilbert operator   iff   sup -—-—rok < co,

k€n 1 +Ink

where (ok)ken denotes the nonincreasing rearrangement of o . On the other

hand,
Da is a weak Hilbert operator   iff   suprc1/2a£ < co.

ken

Remark. Note that Theorem 2 implies that on weak Hilbert spaces the depen-

dence of the weak Hilbert norm w(nd, n2) and of the weak weak Hilbert norm

w(nd ,l2 00) cannot be linear.
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